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With HyperMotion, FIFA 22 combines over 100 years of football knowledge with an unprecedented level of accuracy.
Developed by the FIFA Team, the engine powering FIFA 22 uses physics-based, six-axis force feedback and animation

behaviour. It is based on data collected from more than 100 real-life football players during play, all captured with the VIE
technology (Virtual Inertial Explorer). Players, game developers and consumers can look forward to new game features
such as “Game Intelligence”; better ball physics and control; smart tackling and ability to flip the ball over your back;

detailed Player Impact Engine (PIE) tools; new animations; better ball path control and a new crowd system; faster
movement on-pitch; and new celebrations. About PES 2019 Moving beyond the boundaries of time and evolving to the
21st century, PES 2019 brings real-life football to the next level with several game-changing features. Celebrating the

50th anniversary of the FIFA World Cup, the ninth iteration of the game sees PES proudly join EA SPORTS FIFA, EASMUS
LIGA and FIFA, bringing a new level of realism and innovation to the game. PES 2019 will include enhanced gameplay,

improved ball handling, real-world player movement, better players’ strength, new game mechanics and AI, new
environments, a revamped soundtrack and a reworked training set, as well as new and returning features, including Pitch
Studio, the Mode Creator, and multiple teams from the four most popular leagues across the world. For more information

about PES 2019, visit www.pes.com. About Electronic Arts Electronic Arts Inc. (EA) is a global leader in interactive
entertainment. The Company delivers games, content and online services for Internet-connected consoles, personal

computers, mobile phones and tablets. EA has more than 200 million registered players around the world. EA has offices
in: Austin, Berlin, Bucharest, Budapest, Dallas, Dublin, Moscow, Mexico City, Paris, Prague, Redwood City, Rome, San

Francisco, Shanghai, Sydney, Tokyo, Toronto, Washington, and London. Forward-Looking and Cautionary Statements This
news release includes certain "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation

Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements may be identified by words such as "anticipate,"

Fifa 22 Features Key:

FIFA 22 is packed with improvements, enhancements and new features to create one of the most sophisticated
and entertaining football experiences ever for the PlayStation 4.
Play real-world football. Control the next generation of players with real-world pace, speed, skill, magic and flair.
FIFA 22 for PlayStation 4 provides a wide range of technical improvements to enhance gameplay, including:

3D Drive Approach Control.
Improved ball physics.
A new skill based activation engine makes things easier to control.

Enhanced Player Intelligence. For the first time in a FIFA game, players react to contact in real-time, bringing the
action of the game to life. For example, just like a player, use intelligent character awareness, keeping players on
their toes.
Watch all 22 new players on the pitch react to the ball.
Easily switch between different gameplay modes like Arcade/Solo/Online.

Play with the newest generation of players. FIFA 22 on PS4 will use the innovative Director, which enables players
to enjoy the skill-based action while still controlling a whole team. The rules of the game get passed to every team-
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mate instantly as you play, giving you even more control over the team.
FIFA 22 on PS4 will also provide more true to life Player/Player collisions. Every tackle, challenge and hard fight will
leave an impact, almost like in real life. Look out for realistic post-tackle animations such as where to go, how to
control the ball, who to mark and escape.
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FIFA is the world's largest, most popular annual sports video game with more than 125 million players globally. The
popular series returns in FIFA 22, the 11th title in a storied franchise, built for next-gen console and PC with a new set of
innovations. FIFA 22 will also arrive on mobile platforms, including Android and iOS devices. FIFA is the world's largest,

most popular annual sports video game with more than 125 million players globally. The popular series returns in FIFA 22,
the 11th title in a storied franchise, built for next-gen console and PC with a new set of innovations. FIFA 22 will also arrive
on mobile platforms, including Android and iOS devices. FIFA 22 releases in September. FIFA is the world's largest, most
popular annual sports video game with more than 125 million players globally. The popular series returns in FIFA 22, the
11th title in a storied franchise, built for next-gen console and PC with a new set of innovations. FIFA 22 will also arrive on

mobile platforms, including Android and iOS devices.FIFA 22 releases in September. Your Call of Duty Experience The
newest iteration in EA's popular series puts you in the center of everything you love about the Call of Duty franchise. FIFA
22 releases in September.The newest iteration in EA's popular series puts you in the center of everything you love about
the Call of Duty franchise. Your Ultimate FIFA Experience EA's most beloved series has redefined soccer gaming since its

launch almost three decades ago. FIFA 22 for Xbox One and PS4 will deliver: New Career Mode, featuring The Journey, the
most authentic and complete career mode ever created for FIFA. New HD presentation, with dynamic camera angles and
new transitions. New Live Vision Technology, an all-new post processing system, creating unprecedented detail for each
player on the pitch. New Goalkeeper Controls, specifically engineered to increase ball control and anticipation for world-
class goalkeepers. New Tactics, a new Set Piece Mode and the ability to control the intensity of players with control over
their temperature allowing you to choose between live the game and pace or play at your own pace. FIFA Ultimate Team,
create your dream team and take it to the pitch. Choose from a collection of FUT legends and the most diverse set of real-

world licenses ever. bc9d6d6daa
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Get ready for Ultimate Team as FIFA 22 introduces the most sophisticated and intuitive card collecting experience in
videogames! Build your dream squad from over 25 blockbuster international players and over 10,000 FUT Draft Picks.
Explore new ways to play with EA’s most diverse array of kits, including new threads for goalkeepers. Play your way to
glory in FUT Ultimate League. The Journey to the Champions League – FIFA’s sixth major tournament, The Journey to the
Champions League will have its own dedicated tournament mode where players will be able to compete in the global
competition from the very start of the new season. FIFA Tournament Mode – FIFA 22’s tournament mode will take the
world of FIFA to four new championship locations spanning every continent (excluding Antarctica). Play in tournaments
such as the Copa Libertadores and the UEFA Champions League, or devise your own concept of a tournament where you
set the rules!Mexico Fears Massive Drug Crackdown As More Than 2,000 Kids Disappear Enlarge this image toggle caption
Ramon Espinosa/AP Ramon Espinosa/AP In the Mexican city of Chihuahua, kids can be found hanging out in the street,
taking drugs, or drinking beer and playing basketball. Roughly two thousand of them have disappeared in just the last
week, and the government is blaming organized crime for the massive increase in violent crimes. The recent wave of
disappearances is a part of the country's growing national security crisis. It's part of a struggle between drug cartels and
the military that has left more than 50,000 people dead. Last Friday, a group of children playing in a street in Chihuahua's
capital went missing. Villagers soon discovered that the boys and girls had been snatched by organized crime. They were
eventually found dead near the Camino Del Bajio in a town called El Naranjo, less than 25 miles from where the teens
went missing. The cause of death was not immediately clear. One possibility: the victims were killed because they had
witnessed crimes and did not cooperate. Organized crime groups in Mexico usually work in teams, says Colombian
journalist Juan Forero. And the tactics used to kidnap children are the same as those used to kidnap adults — like torturing
people to extract information and to identify people who they know will not cooperate, according to Forero. Dozens of
children have been kidnapped in the country in the last year
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What's new in Fifa 22:

New Player Modeling gives players a more in-depth physical look,
allowing them to move and look like professional footballers
New Battle Royale Mode is a fresh take on the classic finales, and will
see up to 32 teams fight it out in a bruising ‘fairest to best’ competition
New Pro-Team Career – Create a brand new pro team from scratch and
manage it through to glory. Spend build up your squad, hire big-name
head coaches, and make waves in the transfer market with improved
scouting and analytical tools and the ability to play virtual games
against your opponents
New Friendlies – Enjoy some real-world professional football action in
new Friendlies Coaching Sessions. Coach your team in a number of
unique matches against local community teams in North America and
Europe before you head to the big leagues
New FIFA Stadiums – More than 40 are now included. Make your new
pitch perfect and deck it out with digital seats and stadium art, as well
as personalise and outmatch any club in the world. If you can’t make a
facility, use the Create A Stadium screen to customise any background
from any location on Earth
Four new stadiums in Manchester City v Chelsea, West Ham v Liverpool,
Everton v Arsenal and their new move to the redeveloped Goodison Park
New atmospheres in the league venues
120 new goals with new celebratory reactions
New Player Dribbling – Experience more realistic, unpredictable
movements as you take on the opposition like never before
All-new interactive physical behaviour in the game
Season Mode – Play a longer season for each of the nation’s top leagues,
facing a variety of squads, coaches and tactics throughout the
competition
Online Seasons – Play full seasons against friends and AI opponents, or
compete in League games against each other’s personal player
rankings; or a single match.
Real Clubs – Play one season across both real and virtual teams in the
fully licensed leagues of the world’s biggest clubs - Juventus, Barcelona,
Arsenal, Bayern, Chelsea, and Manchester.
New Road to the Euros – A new route to qualifying for the new European
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FIFA is the world’s most popular and authentic soccer game franchise. Each year, millions of players around the globe
compete in the highest levels of FIFA with their friends and millions more cheer them on via FIFA’s daily fantasy football
community. With more than 50 million active players per month on all console systems, Xbox One, PlayStation 4, PC, Wii U
and mobile, FIFA is the ultimate football simulation. Competition We have further evolved our professional-style gameplay
to bring better conditions and improved interaction between the ball and the environment. This year we will also have the
first dedicated FIFA eAM feature and the return of Tough-to-Control AI Difficulty. FIFA Ultimate Team™ FIFA Ultimate
Team™ is the newest experience for our FIFA audience. Compete against your friends or complete your ultimate team
with real players, tactics and formations, or earn points and level up your virtual career. New Season FIFA Ultimate Team
has all-new ways to earn experience points and level up this season. Earn Coins by purchasing packs of real players with
unlocked packs of virtual players. Watch all the action live with additional free DVR viewing for football fans. FIFA now lets
you share and comment on recorded gameplay and see player match-ups and lineup decisions made by your FIFA team
on the pitch. New Ways to Compete We’ve added a multitude of ways to play and compete at the highest level, whether
you’re playing FIFA 17 against friends, playing FIFA Ultimate Team against the Community Skill level, or competing in an
all-new eSports mode (more details below). FIFA eAM We’re excited to deliver EA SPORTS FIFA eAM, a FIFA 17 exclusive
feature that provides richer gameplay, deeper competition and in-game social features through a streamlined, community-
first approach. FIFA eAM offers fans the opportunity to customize players, compete against friends in quick matches and
compete in live tournaments on Twitch. Watch all the action live with additional free DVR viewing for football fans. Project
Titan Project Titan is a completely new experience for our FIFA audience. Compete against friends or complete your
ultimate team with real players, tactics and formations, or earn points and level up your virtual career. Live Events Live
Events bring the drama and competitive action of the
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